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Destiny 2 ps4 console

1Description24K Gaming3High Dynamic Range (HDR) Support44.2 Teraflops of PlayStation 4 Graphics5Personalized, Curated Content6Play as You Download7Remote Play8PlayStation App9DualShock 4 Wireless Controller10PlayStation PlusGo beyond 1080p with the Sony Limited Edition Destiny Bundle 2 PlayStation 4 Pro. With an
updated graphics architecture and support for 4K gaming, PS4 Pro provides more detail, higher resolution graphics, and faster or more stable frame rates than the original PS4. High dynamic range (HDR) games and content are also supported, taking advantage of greater color depth and contrast on compatible displays. PlayStation 4 Pro
allows 4K video playback from streaming services such as Netflix and YouTube. In Destiny 2, Activision and Bungie, humanity's last safe city, became a sweeping invasion force led by Ghaul, the imposing commander of the brutal Red Legion. He stripped the city's guardians of their power and forced the survivors to flee. Then the
company has mysterious, unexplored worlds in our solar system to discover an arsenal of weapons and devastating new combat capabilities. To defeat the Red Legion and confront Ghaul, reunite the scattered heroes of mankind, stand together and fight to regain our home. Destiny 2 rated T Teen for: Blood Language ViolenceOn 4K
TVs, the PS4 Pro can run games natively at resolutions of 3840 x 2160 up to 60 frames per second (fps). You can also scale up 1080p content up to 4K. If you only have an HDTV, you can still benefit from ps4 pro: Depending on how the developer uses increased processing power, ps4 pro-eligible games can display higher or smoother
frame rates, greater environmental and character model details, better overall visual quality, and other visual enhancements. The PS4 Pro is fully compatible with the HDR10 specification. High dynamic range (HDR) is a display standard that allows for greater color depth and better contrast compared to the standard dynamic range on
traditional HDTVs. In general, HDR-enabled content played on an HDR-enabled TV results in a noticeably fuller, richer image closer to what the human eye naturally sees. This means a much deeper black level that retains finer details, brighter highlights, and a much wider color range than traditional HDTVs.The PlayStation graphics
processing unit (GPU) includes a single array of 36 compute units based on the Polaris architecture, which together generates 4.2 teraflops of processing power that can be freely applied to graphics, simulation tasks, or the two. The PlayStation 4 is also equipped with 8GB of unified system memory, making it easier to create games and
increase the wealth of content available. Memory uses high-speed GDDR5, so the system system It provides 218GB/s of bandwidth and further boosts graphics performance. PS4 Pro can learn your preferences. It assesses your likes and dislikes and suggests content that suits them. This allows you to discover content that is specifically
tailored to your needs. You can even download and install content on your console. Find games in your favorite genres or among your favorite game developers. Review game information shared by your friends, view your friends' gameplay, or get suggestions for content such as games, TV shows, and movies. Spend less time waiting
and more time playing PS4 Pro. If you buy a game that is enabled with this feature, PS4 Pro downloads basic content so you can start playing as soon as possible. While playing, PS4 Pro downloads the rest of the game in the background. Remote Game users on PC, Mac or Xperia will be able to stream gameplay from a PS4 Pro up to
1080p. The PlayStation app allows iOS and Android smartphones and tablets to become the second screen of the PS4 Pro. Once you have installed these tools, players can view the game items, buy PS4 games, download PS4 Pro games directly from the console at home, and even watch the game with other players remotely. The
included DualShock 4 wireless controller has familiar control over its predecessor, DualShock 3, while also introduces innovative ways to interact with games and other players. The improved dual analog joystick and release button allow precise control, while the capacitive touchpad communicates with games in a unique way. The Share
button left-clicks to share your gameplay via social media. This DualShock 4 wireless controller has a slightly different design, allowing light from the light band to emit on the touchpad. While PlayStation Plus isn't required for services like Netflix or sharing the game through the Share charm, it provides additional features to enhance your
PS4 Pro experience. The most important feature of PlayStation Plus is its ability to play online multiplayer. If you don't have a PlayStation Plus membership, you won't be able to play online. PlayStation Plus gives you exclusive access to regular, curated games, at no additional cost, to the Instant Game Collection. In addition to free
monthly games, PlayStation Plus members also receive regular discounts on the PlayStation Store. PlayStation Plus allows members to automatically (or manually) upload game save files to Online Game Save Storage for safekeeping. PlayStation Plus members can store up to 1GB of cloud storage for ps4 pro backup distribution of the
data. Other benefits of a PlayStation Plus membership include access to exclusive game content, automatic game fixes for downloads and installations, etc. Please note that online multiplayer requires a PlayStation Plus membership. The PS4 Pro is not included and must be purchased separately. Sony Destiny 2 Bundle
SpecsProcessorSingle-chip custom processor Low-power x86-64 AMD Jaguar Eight coresGraphicsAMD Radeon Polaris Architecture 4.20 TFLOPSMemory8 GB GDDR5 RAMStorage1 TBOptical DriveBlu-ray Disc: 6 x CAV (csak olvasható) DVD: 8 x CAV (csak olvasható)Display1 x HDMI 2.0Támogatott állásfoglalások2160p, 1080p,
1080i, 720p, 480pAudio1 x Digitális kimenet (optikai)USB ports2 x USB 3.0 (előlap) 1 x USB 3.0 (hátul)Ethernet1 x 10/100/1000 Mbps Gigabit Ethernet RJ-45 LANWi-Fi802.11a/b/g/n/acBluetooth4.0 + LEPorts1 x AUX (játékhoz Állomás kamera)Dimensions11.6 x 2.2 x 12.9 / 29.5 x 5.5 x 32.7 cmWeightAGyártóCsomagolás InfoPackage
Weight11 lbBox Méretek (LxWxH)18 x 15 x 15 A Sony PlayStation 4 Pro Limited Edition Destiny 2 csomag tartalmaz egy gleccser Fehér PlayStation 4 Pro rendszert, egy wireless DualShock 4 vezérlőt , a physical copy of Destiny 2, plus an expansion ticket and digital content pack voucher. This content pack includes a multiplayer map, a
three-person co-op Strike, a unique ship, a unique equipment kit and an exclusive exotic weapon. PlayStation 4 Pro is an updated version of the PS4. Capable of 4K resolution and high dynamic range gaming. Wireless Gaming ControllerLimited Edition Destiny 2 BundleThose item does not belong on this site. Thank you, we'll look into
that. Wireless game controllerThe item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll look into that. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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